Science Concepts:

Microbes in the Kitchen:

AT-HOME YEAST
EXPERIMENT
Materials:
• 1 packet of yeast (available at most grocrey stores)
• A small, clean, clear, plastic water/soda bottle
(16 oz. or smaller)
• 1 teaspoon of sugar
• Some warm water (not hot)
• 1 9” balloon

Yeast is a fungus, which means that it belongs to the same
kingdom of living organisms as mushrooms and all the
kinds of mold that grow in cheese and between your toes.
But unlike these more complicated and structured fungi,
yeast is unicellular, which means that each cell of yeast is
its own organism. When yeast consumes sugar it produces
carbon dioxide and alcohol. This carbon dioxide is the gas
that blows up the balloon.
Why do we use yeast in bread?
The release of carbon dioxide that inflates the balloon in
this experiment occurs also occurs when making bread.
The carbon dioxide released by the bacteria pushes
through the dough up as it escapes from the baking bread,
creating air pockets. Without yeast, bread would be flat
like a cracker or matzoh. No alcohol is left in the bread
because the high temperature of baking causes it to
evaporate.

Experiment:
1. Open the yeast packet and pour it into the bottle.
When yeast is cold or dry it is resting/inactive.
2. Fill the bottle up with about one inch of warm water
and gently swirl the bottle for a few seconds. As the
yeast gets moist and warm, it becomes active!
Don't bother trying to see it move though; yeast is
a microscopic fungus organism.

In Memory of Don Falconio
Don Falconio (1944-2000), lovingly known to staff as Uncle
Don, was the busboy when Frog restaurant opened in 1973.
He became the public face of Frog Commissary’s front-of-house
and led Frog Commissary Catering. Don was responsible for
planning and executing countless events at The Franklin Institute.

Kitchen Science was made possible by a grant from the
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3. Add the sugar and swirl it around some more.
Like people, yeast needs energy from food to be active,
so we give it sugar. Now the yeast is "eating”!
4. Stretch the balloon a few times and then place it over
the neck of the bottle.
5. Let the bottle sit in a warm place for about 20 minutes.
If all goes well the balloon will begin to inflate!
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